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ABSTRACT

This paper is divided into three parts. In Part I we describe
a sinple model of the Monte Carlo process and develop a (nonlinear)
recursion relation between fission sources in successive genera-
tions. Frota the linearized form of these recursion relations, it
lo youuible to derive expressions for the mean square coefficients
of oi'ror EDcdcu in the iterates and for correlation coefficients be-
tween fluctuations in successive generations- In a simple test
problem, we find that MacMillan's prescription for computing vari-
ances in means in fairly accurate.

Part II deals with first-order nonlinear terms in the recur-
sion relation. From these nonlinear terms an expression for the
bias in the eigenvalue estimator is derived, and prescriptions for
treasuring the bias are formulated.

In Part III we outline plans for the development of the VIM
code, and describe briefly the proposed treatment of small sample
perturbations in VIM.

Part I

THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE KOtta CARLO EIGENVALUE COMPUTATION,
LINEARIZED EQUATIONS

A. Basic...Features of the Mathematical Model

Although the mathematical principle underlying the Monte Carlo method in
fixed-source computations are well understood, the Monte Carlo methods used
in eigenvalue calculations have generally been based primarily on intuition.
It is known that many of the methods In use today are biased [1,2]. It is
known that correlations between generations tend to complicate the statisti-
cal estimation process [3]j but one finds very little theoretical work in the
technical literature on the magnitude of the bias, or on the nature of these
correlations. We propose here a mathematical model of the Monte Carlo pro-
cess, a model from which perhaps some of the mathematical properties of the
Monte Carlo process can be deduced. For convenience we deal with a K * K
matrix eigenvalue equation rather than an integral equation.
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Suppose that, in the Monte Carlo process, we treat precisely N sample
particles per generation. One is to imagine that these particles execute a
randoa walk acting K boxes. Let T̂ v be the probability that a particle in the
v-th hnx will step, next, into the v-th. Suppose, further, that the v-th bo:t
has a fixed weight, Wp (ji • 1, 2, . . ., K), attached to it. Define a diago-
nal matrix, W, sudi that Its vv-th element is equal to the weight, W;j. Let
WT »• II. Then our natrix analogue of the reactor eigenvalue equation is the
catrix equation

H W n = KVr, • (1)

It should be understood that each box in our zcodel represents an elementary
volume of phase-space in the reactor. We are interested in estimating the
largest eigenvalue, ^j, the corresponding eigenvector £i and, perhaps inte-
grals of Ui over specified regions in the reactor configuration.

Assuse that, at the end of the i-l'eft generation, N^ particles have ter
nimated their histories in the v-th box. Here, of course,

K

J
Jl-I

where EC, again, in the order of the matrix, E.

To begin the next generation we form the probability distribution
K

V1 5 uhl , (2)

and select N starters for the i-th generation from this distribution. In vec-
tor notation

v}. v{, . . . vj, . . ., vJJ" (3)

Note that in our model, each particle of the i-l'si generation produces one,
and only one, potential fission site for the i-th. Thus, our analysis will
not apply to a process in which the cite of each collision is a potential fis-
sion site or, generally, to any process in which the number of fission sites
generated, per history, is a random variable. Note that every box in which a
history terminates is, in our terminology, a "potential fission site", even
if the weight assigned to that box is zero. This peculiarity in terminology
is of no importance here, since in order to avoid substantial theoretical com-
plications, wd shall assume that all the weights are positive. Although we
do not allow any weights to vanish, the Vv may be arbitrarily small, and it
seems reasonable to assume that a Monte Carlo process in which sowe weights
are very small will be practically indistinguishable from a process in which
those weights are set to zero.

Define a K-dimensional vector T_T => (1, 1, . . . , 1 ) . Clearly
pi m V1/(TJ • Vi). The vectors V* and V^+l are connected by the recursion
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relation

H
(4)

(5)

Here A is a familiar i-l'oi generation estimate of the dominant eigenvalue
while V* is an esttaate of the corresponding eigenvector. In Eq. (5), e_* is
the net statistical error committed during the 1-th generation in transfer-
ring particles from their starting locations into the v-th box. More pre-
cisely

='
It will be cecn that
Eq. (6),

K (6)

is the conditional mean of
"I

, given V . From

(7)

Of course £ and V are not independent, so that £ and £ cannot be
independent either. But

j

Here PtV^V*"1) is the joint probability distribution function of V1- and V1"1,
while PCVi^ljvl) is the conditional distribution function of Vjt+1 given V*.
By definTtion

fvki+1\ll) dvi+1 v}+1 - E|VJ+1 |V41 - o ,

and it follows that
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1 i—"Thus, although e_ and e_ "" are not Independent, they are, in the technical
sense, uncorrolatcd. It will be necessary, later, to examine the properties
of the statistical errors, _£_ , more closely, but we need say no more about
then at this point. Note that it follows fi-otn Eq. (7) that

Efvi+1} = H EJV1/*1} . (8)
Define

V 1 = N Uj + 61 , (9)

TUj being the raain mode eigenvector normalized so that x_ • Uj = Xj. From
Eqs. (5) and (9) we see that

H( N £i + H i

1 * N Hi + £

Equation (10) ie clearly nonlinear in j>_ . In our analysis it will be con-
venient to treat separately those effects which can be deduced from the
linearized form of Eq. (10), and those whose study requires retention of
higher terms. Intergeneration correlations fall into the first category,
biases into the second.

B. The Linearized Iteration Equation and Correlations

Retaining only linear terms in Eq. (10), we get

6" + e,1 . (11)

Taking expectation values of both sides, it is easy to show that E{§_ } •* 0 as
i ** <», so that to first order in £ the* bias vanishes. In all the work which
follows, we will assume that H has a complete set of eigenvectors and that
all eigenvalues are real and nonnegative. It is our hope that, even when
these assumptions fail, our analysis will still give us some valid insight
into the character of the Monte Carlo Iterative process. At any rate, assum-
ing completeness, we write

where, as in Eq. (1), the U^ are the eigenvectors of 11. We have already
specified that TJ • V_i • Aj. It will be convenient to normalize the other
eigenvectors similarly if possible. If TJ • u n f Xn, let t

T • Un » >.n;
otherwise the normalization of U n will remain unspecified." Clearly
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T :t

where the prined susaatlon runs over all n such that T_ • Un J
1 0.

Write Eq. (11) in the form

~i i ~T
= A£ + t , A S H - UjT ,

H =

(13)

(14)

Assure that the iterative process has been in progress for an infinite number
of generations. It is easy to show, given our assumptions on H, that
]JAJJ < 1. It followu then, from Kq. (14), that

,n i-nA £. (15)

where, of course, the superscript on £ is an iteration index, not an exponent.

The reader can verify that

An = Hn - U1I
THn~1 , n >. 1 . (16)

Putting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15), we see that

CD

i1 •£ n i-n (17)

Here oj, 5 ^k^l» while % is tiie coefficient of the k~th eigenvector in the
eigenfunction expansion for e*:

(18)

It follows from Eq. (17) that

U+1 _ .1 Z-
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To ccrpute the cean-square coefficients of the error modes, we write

Defining rkJl *
 E{6^+1(5a+1)» we see from Et*' f20^ that

rMt ° " - ^ h : • k # 1 . (21)

For later uac, we aloo cite, here, expressions for the other r. .'s:

K - K

£«2

K ,

- k 2 p - Pkp£J

i 1 , I + 1 . (22)

Above, and in all the work which follows,

e.g = EIC^C^A . (23)

Note that we are assuming that the right-hand side of Eq. (23) is independent
of i.

The quantity rj^ is the mean-square coefficient of the V.~th eigenvector
in an expansion of the "asymptotic" fission source (i.e., the fission source
in any single generation preceded by infinitely many iterations). At this
point we want to derive a corresponding expression for r ^ in a fission
source averaged over M succesaive generations. Define

M



and

*kk M ~ G | l | l J |- "" ' » ^ ^

(26)

Ve consider, for the sake of simplicity, only the variance in the ampli-
tudes of contaminating nodes, modes for which k > 1. For such modes

CO CO

-, (27)

If n > m9 then

E(;i+l-n:i+l-o| „ V%
flJon-n»fj

kk

n-n
k > 1 .

(1 - pk|

Putting Hq. (29) into Eq, (26), va finil after some manlpulstion that

kk-M M (i - 4 ) L !11 k > 1 ,

where

1 -

" f1 -

(28)

(29)

(30)

(3D

Obviously luj(r) • c/(l - P ) as H ' cc. It Is easy to show in addition that
hM(c) "•'-, (M - l)/2 if P H *: 1.

"kk if M « -fiin o j" k > 1 , (32)

and
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'kk 1 +

if M » -fin p.)" 1 , k > 1 . (33)

Note that if successive generations were uncorrelated, one would find that

(without correlation) . (34)cKk,M
3 ekk

M (1 - pj)

Thus we see that the factor 1 + [2^/(1 - PJJH in Eq. (33) is an amplifica-
tion factor embodying effects due*to intergenesration correlations. A closeembodying effects due*to intergenesration correlations. A closely
related amplification factor is introduced by MacMillan in Ref. 3.

In order to sake any uoe of the expressions derived above, it will be
necessary to evaluate the covarianccs G ^ . Vfe discusc this problem next.

C. Cocputatlon of cfce.

foru
The quantity £?• in Eq. (5) is a vector whose spatial components have the

(35)

Expanding £ into eigenvectors of H, wo find that

(36)

Iir* Ijf Is the v-th components of the adjoint eigenvector yk> Thus

(37)

To evaluate e.-, we must now compute the expectation value which appears on
th(t right-hanS aide of Eq. (37).

Neglecting any biaaA we shall assume that the expected number of parti-
cles In the v-th box is N , where

U lv '
(38)



Further, we s»ppose that in each generation the probability that a typical par-
ricle will be assigned to the v-tk box is equal to Nv/N. Under these assump-
tions one can show that

I i+1 i+1 = - S S / U , v * y

Putting Eqs. (39) and (40) into Eq. (37), we find that

K

^"ki ~ *"f kv ilv v vl

K K

' , / * if",* U* W W N N )/NJ ' tt) Hu v u v ••"

(40)

_i fu* u* w2s2| A ,
HI/ i ICV K.V V Vff '

(41)

* * ~

kv jiv v v

tmm4 tLmJ I kv Ay v u v v V
(42)

Because of the biorthogonality of eigenvectors and adjoints, the aecond
tens on the right-hand Bide of Eq. (42) vanishes unless k *> ft « 1:

k ^ 1 or (43)

Again using biorthogonality, one finds Chat
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K

•=11 » FL fOT W IX - N . (44)

It is Interesting to note that the vector

» Ik ~ W U * ,

,j (where W is the weight natriK, defined in Section A) is the importance fun,
'It ion for absorption. From Eq. (42), it is easy to show that, in genet a 1,

K

where

Clearly Kv is the fundaEcntal-mode absorption probability in the v-tft box.
T-iuu ttie quantity (E^^/N] can bo interpreted as the covariance of the impor-
tance functions, 1^ and l£, with reopect to the absorption probability- distr'
bution function.

I). Ojjalttatiy.",^QaCMfis flfr the. Mo.nttj Carlg_.!j.3_tjjnjj|tep-

Note that we have, so far, been discussing the fluctuations in the ne£
i'ioaion source produced in a typical generation by N sample particles. The
amplitude of such a fission source would, of course, be proportional to N. It
is, however, sonewhat more interesting to consider the behavior of a fission
source whose normalization is independent of N. Define

It will be seen that y_ is an ectinaee of the fission nouree density produced
at the end of the i-th generation, by one fission neutron born at the begin-
ning of the i-th generation. Correspondinglv, we define
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and

V - «(or (48)

In terris of the newly defined quantities, we may write

"kZ

- V*)
K - K

k * 1 , & + 1 ,

k-2 £-1 /l - okp)

(49)

(50)

U l ,

(52)

K

(54)

(55)

(56)

We see from Eqs. (49)-(51) chat the asymptotic fission source contains an
"equilibrium" distribution of modes. Although the amplitude of all error
modes tends to vanish like 1/N (oince the e ^ vanish like 1/N), the spectrum
of error modes is independent of N.

Generally one would expect that the e ^ would decrease with k, since the
number of zeros in V* increases with k. On the other hand there seem to be no
reason to suppose that e ^ is very sensitive to k and we shall assume that
variations in e ^ are not very important. Certainly this is true in the model
problems discussed in Section E. Neglecting variations in e ^ , and assuming
that p. % 1, p. % 1, we find that
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(57)

Clearly It is not safe to assume (as one does in a deterministic eigenvalue
calculation) that only a single error mode survives after many iterations.

Averaging over «nany generations, we find that

(58)

It will be seen that when M is sufficiently 1-tge the spectrum of error modes,
which is always independent of N, becomes independent of M as well. In the
averaged fission source the importance of error modes with large p is con-
siderably enhanced though higher-order error nodes persist.

To coapute the variance of the eigenvalue estimate, we recall that

n A
k=l

^

(59)

(60)

(61)
k=l

Frotm Eq. (19) we see that

k-l

CO CO

i-n

k=2
k

I
N

pkek -

(62)

(63)

From Eqs. (61) and (63), it follows that

a E E{

K ' K
(64)
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Define

<65>

After a little canipulstion, one finds that

A > ,r,., -A n -" - ' *;n , n = — . (66).£ ... . .
Ihis MQ is equal Co 2/N tices the variance of the weights. It can be shown
that O-Q has, in addition, the following significance. Suppose one were to
draw 13 fission source air^a fron the eain mode fiosion source distribution,
star tiny one uaaplc panicle from each site. Each 'sample particle is to be
followed for one.jyctiotatioii. Let Mv be the number of sample particles which
end their Motwicu in bmt v, utid define

K.

(67)

Then a.$ is the variance in (A/Xj). The second term on the right of Eq. (66)
is, then, the additional variance induced by the iterative process. This
second term nay be wri1-f,eu in the form

(68>

Since the e. . a-re elements of a covariancc matrijc, and such a matrix must be
non-negative definite, aj io a sum of noM"tiegative quadratic forms. It is,
therefore, non-negative. The iterative process will tend to increase (and
will certainly not decrease) the variance of the eigenvalue estimator.

We have seen that in the asymptotic mixture of modes, the modes with
P % 1 ("low-order" modes) occur with relatively large mean-square amplitudes.
On the other hand, because of the factor (1 - p^Kl - pj,)» such modes do not
play a particularly important role in amplifying the variance of the eigen-
value estimator. In fact, the fluctuations in amplitude of low-order modeii
has little effect on the eigenvalue estimates precisely because the eigen™
values of such modes are almost the same as the main mode eigenvalue. Be-
cause the contributions of low-order modes are suppressed in a\, one would
expect the net amplification in the variance of the eigenvalue to be small.

Suppose, now, that we are interested in estimating the fission rate in
a volume, k, within a reactor configuration, From Eq. (48)
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K

X1 , v1 - (69)

£' ck s ykdv (70)

Define

M

and

By straightforward computation, we find that

K . K
i .

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

LkJl ' k (75)

and

(76)

? k 4 i (77)

Making use of the above expressions we find that
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K
J-l
Dk '

(78)

the aj; are complicated functions of all the p's and all the e's. Using
Mactfillan's approach, we write

(79)

so thus, for large M

R,M
 v

 M
+>±~ (80)

Equation (80) is a generalisation of the equation for a on page 74 of
Rcf. 3, and io identical with MacMillan's expression if only one p^ is dif-
ferent from zero. It is possible that one could use Eq. (80) assuming, per-
haps, that only two of the pjt (p2 and p 3 for example) are different from zero.
ThD four parceters <*2» a3» P2» an& P3 could, then, be fitted to match observed
correlation coefficients of lag 1, 2, 3, and 4. Whether or not such a pro-
cedure would be practical is not clear at present.

E. Analysis of Mode] Problems

In our analysis of the Monte Carlo process we have dealt with a random
walk Jr. a discretized phase space, i.e., a random walk among K distinct boxes.
It is easy, however, to adapt this analysis to a continuous random walk by
letting K go to infinity, while replacing sums over v by integrals over space
and energy. The model problems discussed in this section are problems in
which the position and energy variables are regarded as continuous.

We consider^ as our model problem configuration, a homogeneous cube of
thickness T. Suppose that the scalar flux vanishes on all faces of the cube,
and that T is large enough so that diffusion theory is valid. In one group
the eigenvectors are, then, given by the expression

U sln BkX Sin hY sin V • = kB ,

B H TT/T , ,A»m = 1, 2, . . . , (81)

where the Ĉ ,,̂  are normalization constants. The adjoints take the form

*
U,C m - (8/T3Ck*m) Sin BkX Sln V Sln V * (82)
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Wn, <83>

for k, £, and m are not all equal to one, and

ak = 1 + l/(4k2 - 1) .

Our normalization condition requires that

so that we may write

W E . - N [8xni/(T\£«)2] W D • <84>

In the proposed model problem

^[l"1 ' (85)

Congequently

z2 + n2 ' 3 ) A " l * (86)

and, to first order in B2,

1 - t>\.lu - 2tB2(k2 + I2 + m2 - 3 > / A m . (87)

Approximately* then

^ . (88)

Thus the root-aean-square coefficient of the kHm-th mode is
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i l l >. /

i< - 3) J J C T B - T 6 ^ • s,-' + m2 - 3)
(89)

: :h ' other hand, the expected fission source density produced, at the end of
*h L-th generation, by a single fission neutron of the i-l'cJ generation has

s = >2ii(B/2)3 sin BX sin BY sin BZ

•= < m ( ~ / 2 T )
J sin BX sin BY sin BZ . (90)

Therefore the ratio, f. , , of the root-r.can-square coefficient of the kto-Cfc
jrror rode, to the expected coefficient of the main mode, is given by the

256 U.VI.M

•",.,„ a I — 7 " / " , • (91)
,- + ii,'"- + n' - 3)

Tne quantity f. , is a rough neaauve of the relative amplitude of the kita-ftft
error >:ade In tfte fission source distribution. If the main node leakage proba-
bility is 30?i {fairly typical for experimental fast reactors), then T I T » 0.1.
In thia case we find that roughly 15,000 histories would be required, per
generation, to reduce contamination b> each of the three principle «irror
r.odt!3 to 1%. On present computer a it is generally unfeasible to work with
HUCII a large number of historieo par generation.

Averaging over M generationa ue get

512 a.ot.a A,,

1 f N Mir6(TB2)2(k2 + I2 + m2 - 3 ) 2

that M is sufficiently large so that Eq. (54) is valid. Now we find
that 100,000 histories would bs required (i.e. MM « 100,000), after settling
to reduce contaminations by each of the three principle error modes to 1%.
This is a rather large number of histories, but a Monte Carlo problem with
10o,r)00 histories can be run in roughly three hours, generally, on the latest
IBM or CDC computers.

This simple analysis may give us some idea of the nature of the modal
^'cctrum in the asymptotic fission source, and of the dependence of the spec-
t?u;n on the number of histories. On the other hand, it tells us very little
•UMm-c fluctuations In the source, or in reaction rates, in specified
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aubrefions of the problem configuration. Certainly ic would be possible to
study local fluctuations in this first model problem. However, to shorten our
computations* we turn now to * model problem which is similar to the flrat,
but still simpler. The second problem configuration la again a cube of thick-
ness T, but with reflecting boundary conditions imposed on each face. It will
be convenient, in this case, to designate the naln mode with subscripts 000,
in place of the subscripts 111. In this Dodified notation

Here the a. are normalization constants; further

(94)
\

\

whet* 8

(x) 2

(x) -.

•: -r /T.

1 .

cos

An

kBx

for

•

the *

k

k

>ir

0 ,

0 t

i t s

flk • <2/T) . fc * 0 ,

•2k - (1/T) , k - 0 . (95)

From £qs. (93) and (95) we see that

U - * - » - 0 . (96)

Further it is clear that

and that

tun t - - 6* - • 0 u n l e s s k - k*. i - £*, m - tn' . (98)
KftS,K £ IB

As in Kq. (70) define

4 - / fc1 - s.) (99)
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(99)

Let K be the cube bounded by the planes x « 0, * - t , y - 0, y - t ,
z • 0, and z • t Then

"k£m

ffc - (sin kBt)/kB , k 4 0 ,

f k - t . k - 0 .

As in Eq. (71)

K,e,a k ,& ,E

Brt one can show frca Eqs. (50), (Si) . (97), and (98) that

r300,000 " ° '

.. . • 0 , unless k • k*, % • £*s m • m' .

Therefore

- 3

- 3

S5S
k * l fciO m«0

OO TO 00

irkdm,k£m '

kUn.kUm

^ 1 2

since

N k,£em 1 - p^

r I2

V"^ IF. F F I2 y ^ Lk a tal

N k,£,m 1 - p2£ m '

• T3 . Here

(t/T) , k - 0 ,
(/2/IT) Bin (kBt)/k , k * 0

(100)

(101)

(102)

(103)

(104)

(105)

(106)

(107)

(108)
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Since high haraonics nay contribute substantially to the variance„ It seems
worthwhile, in Eq. (107), to use a rigorous repression for p., . For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that ths medium in the cube is a puremabsorher. Then

(109)

B/k2 + 22 + m2
tan-1

B/k2 + I2 (110)

Via Eqs. (107), (108), and (110), it ia possible to compute o2 numerically to
any desired level, of accuracy.

By methods now familiar, It can be shown that

12

k,£,m

fw3:
pk£m

(111)

and that, for M sufficiently large

*—*
KM

On the «th»»r hand, MacMillan'a method gives

3,2
R,M

02
R,M

|

/

. (112)

" pioo)

. (113)

We 8oe, again, that MacMillan's approximation would be rigorous if all the
eigenvalues were zero, except for AOOf and for XJOO = AQ 1 0 =

In the absence of correlations we would have

JR '

Thus, in Eqs. (112) and (113), the quantities in parentheses act as amplifi-
cation factors embodying the correlation effects. Define



(115)

Here A is the "true" c-cplification factor while A is the approximate "MacMillan
amplification factor", it will be seen that A and A depend only on the absorp-
tion probability p <• (t/T)J, and on :B:- » B-'VBJ:̂ . The intergeneration corre-
lation coefficient

is also I'eternlinc'ii by p ami tii* . Values of A, A, and C arc listed in Table I
for various combinations of p and iB̂ L. In tine last colume of Table I we have
displayed the percentage errors in •'A (in place oi the errors in A) since /K
Is a neasuro of the uncertainty in the fission rate within R. Note that when
:B< • 0.1 the deninance ratio te)oo) is approximately equal to 0.9, and thut
this dominance ratio is not at all large for a thermal reactor. On the other
hand, TB 2 *> 0.3 corresponds to PJQO ^ 0.7, a dominance ratio characteristic of
a snail fast reactor.

Ihc entries in Table I display some fairly obvious regularities.
of all we see that:

First

(a) As one would expect, the anplification factors tend to be large when
the doninance ratio is clocie to one. In fact it is clear from Eq.
(114) that as oioo "* 1» A "* °>.

(b) Secondly, A and C arc laiqje when p 1G large (i.e., when t/T is
large), and both are small when p is small. For k « (l/?r)(T/t), we
see that F^ % p: thus if p is small, F^ is almost constant for a
wide range of k'o. Many itodes, including many for which l>k£m is
small, then contribute to the sums in Eqs. (Ill) and (112)'. The
presence of 0{j£m as a factor in these sums then tends to make the
correlation coefficient C, and the amplification factor, A, small.
On the other hand, when p is large, Fk decreases as 1/fc, enhancing
the importance of nodes near the main mode. A and C then become
large.

Finally we see that when PIOO ^ 0.09, the MacMillan method is reasonably
accurate down to p « 0.005. In leakier reactors with Pioo % 0.07, the
MacMillan method is adequate for p's as low as 0.001. Eventually, as p be-
comes still srjatler, C approaches zero and A approaches one. Significant
errors in tbj MacMillan method do occur, but in a range where p is so small
that the bi icimial estimator (the only absorptions estimator we can deal with
here) stages to become ineffective.
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TABLE I

Amplification Factors and Correlation Coefficients
for Various Values of the Frcblcra Parameters

T

0
0

o
G
0
0
0
0

.1

.1

.1

.1
. 1
.3
.3
.3

0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0

p

.25
. 1
.01
.005
.001

•l
• A

.01

.001

0
0
0
0
0
0

o
0

c

.86

.84

.69

.62
.45
.67
.49
.28

A

13.1
16.5

8.9
7.0
3.8
6.4
3.7
2.0

A

18.
17.
14.
1"3.
10.

7.
3 .
3 .

2
8
3
4
0
7
9
0

Error in

A (X)

0
4 :

29 :
38

160
10 i
26
38

On tine other hand there arc many other estimators which can_ be Introduced
In thia range. Track length estimators, collision and line-of~si{;ht estima-
tor:) am of ceil used, when p Is snail, to reduce the variance in reaction rate
estimates. Wo cannot say what these estimators will do to correlation coeffi-
cients or amplification factors. It is possible, however, that such estima-
tors reduce variance by suppressing the uncorrelated "noise" component of the
statlotical fluctuations, without strongly affecting correlated large-scale
fluctuations. In this case, amplification factors would again become large
and a core extended analysis of MacMillan's method would he necessary.

Part II

THEORETICAL STODY OF THE MONTE CARLO EIGENVALUE COMPUTATION,
BIASES

A. CjilcuJLatlonja£_the_EigGnyalue Bias in fchjajjathcmatical Model

As discussed in Part I, the retention of terms nonlinear in statistical
fluctuations when calculating deviations from the fundamental mode eigenvector
will give rise to estimates of the bias in the calculated eigenvalue. Follow-
ing the definitions of Section A of Part I, one obtains from Eq. (10)

* « • AS 1 - i {? • S1) A61 + e*
N

(116)

where A and i are defined by Eq. (14). The statistical error vector £ lo
defined in Eq. (6) and has the property EJei-J n 0. However, due to the pres-
ence of nonlinear terms in Eq. (116), the expectation value of 6*+l does not
generally vanish even in the limit 1 •*•<*>. Since the deviation of the esti-
mated eigenvalue of the 1-th generation from the fundamental mode eigenvalue
is given by
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(117)

- M

the
expected value of the

bias nay be obtained from

(118)

(116), we have the

equation

A1*1 -

vhcre

n-0

Defining

and noting that

we obtain

Upon
ubBtitution of Bq. (1*» •

(120)

(121)

(122)
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a • -

or

E S 4t )( v ) , (123)
N2 n«O p«O I /

since the statistical fluctuations in different generations are uncorrelated.
Using Eqa. (18) and (23), we obtain

p k

From Eq. (16), we obtain

for p > i and for all modes k such that t • U. »• 0. It then follows that

which reduces to

N2 k-1 £-2 1 -
(124)

As In Part I, pjf • ^k/^2» and the summations designated with primes run over
those modes with T T • U^ f 0.

B. Approximations for Estimating the Eigenvalue Bias

Equation (124), for the fractional eigenvalue bias, may be written as
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a • a(j + aj +

where

1

2 K **
i k £ f £] k£ (126)
k=2 £=2 K ** £J KH

k=2 £=2

In the above partition, aj> contains all contributions which are weighted by
the fundamental mode and can be expected to contain a large contribution to
die biau; a% is the loading term in the Gerie3 expansion of that part' of a
which contains contributions only from higher-order modes. The expressions
for KQ and 04 can bo converted into suao over regions rather than over modes
by utilising the following relations:

11,V

e = N 6 iJU, - U, U, ,uv uv v -v ip iv

L J
and

where completeness has been assumed. Applying the above relationships to
Eq. (125), we obtain
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E«fv-

N v ( A j

In Eq. (126), we obtain

J*
lv

A i Z"l "• * p,v

(128)

Noting chat

and

IJ.V

KO OV OV

R=l

we obtain

H2Af OV
H 1
J

Inserting the expression for e gives

«. - w u,
v lv

J
1 elp pv

(129)

Define the quantity G by
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v *—«» yv

Then

7, H

v A,

If we now estimate a with the approxiEation

(130)

wo

fJ
'1

G W U, (131)

Tiho approitfcatioiu, Eg. (131), nay be evaluated during a Monte Carlo run if
the appropriately normalized importance function U*v is supplied. The other
quantities appearing have the following interpretation: UJ V/XJ is the contri-
bution of a unit source in region v; Wv is the weight of a site produced by
the absorption of a unit-weight neutron in region v; and Gv is the weight of
a GLte produced by a unit-weight neutron born in region v.

that
Another approximation for the eigenvalue bias may be derived by noting

'~ia

K2 n=0

It follows that
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a, + ou • — E.
K2

II - UjUij 6_ T_ • ll - UjUiM6_ - &_

if, in the above equation, we make the approximation that

V1 - V ,

then

*

Hie approximation for 011 + 012 may be estimated from a Monte Carlo run if the
Importance functions are either supplied externally or generated by the run.
When combined with a0 from Eq. (128), an estimate of the eigenvalue bias will
be obtained.

C The Bias in the Eigenvector

The bias which occurs in the eigenvector is related to our previously
defined quantities by

AU -
N

(132)

where £ is obtained from Eq. (116). The eigenvalue bias is related to AJU by

a S AU

By steps similar to those used in the derivation of Eq. (124), we obtain

E
£-2 1 -

*fi « ~L*LJ' *" ** I' ' 0. 0, - P0U0 . (133)

By examination of Eq. (133), two features may be noticed. First, contributions
from modes may be present which do not contribute at all to the eigenvalue bias
(i.e., those with rj • Uj • 0). Second, modes with eigenvalues close to the
fundamental, which contribute only slightly to the eigenvalue bias, are much
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stronger contributors to the eigenvector bias. As a consequence, large local
bias in source shape may be present even when eigenvalue bias is unimportant.

Scne understanding of the potential difficulty may be gained by examining
the leading tern in Eq. (135) coming from the series expansion of [1 - P.P.]""*:

Using the relationships of the previous section, we obtain

~SL (134)

By uaing the assumed corapleteneoc of the eigenvectors, Eq. (134) may be
reduced to the form

= H S , (135)

wnere

S = i- [5 - 2l (136)

In Eq. (136), W is the diagonal matrix with elements W 6 and

W - (137)

The lowest-order estimate for the eigenvector bias may thus be obtained from
a source vector constructed by weighting the fundamental mode eigenvector by
the deviation of the weight from its average over the fundamental mode..
Applying the appropriate operator to J[ as defined in Eq. (136) will produce
corresponding results for the bias in reaction rate estimates.

D« A Note on Reducing the Bias

It has been suggested by Lieberoth [1] that the bias may be reduced by
modifying the Monte Carlo procedure. The analog of his suggestion which
applies to our mathematical model may be described as follows;

(1) define a maximum weight >̂  Wy for all v;
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(2) at each absorption, accept a source site with probability W /W ;. v maxand

(3) if the site is accepted* assign the weight W
inax

The effect of the procedure is to do a Monte Carlo calculation with only
constant or zero weights allowed. A correlation matrix analogous to e may
i>e derived which is given by uv

and

A
C, „ E * *

A«u,U ly

The effect cay bo seen in Eq. (134) by the replacement Wv ••• W m a x, causing the
lowest-order cotinate of the eigenvector bias to vanish identically:
Aljt ' •> 0 when Wv -• Waa,j . The increase in the magnitude of the correlation
oatrix, Eq. (138), will increase the magnitude of the nonvanishing terms,
partly offsetting the gain obtained by eliminating the first term. Variances
in calculated quantities will be increased as well.

If the presence of the bias is considered to _,e a potential difficulty,
then the simplest and cost direct approach is to try to use as large a number
N of neutrons per generation as is feasible after sufficient source settling
and to take advantage of the i/N dependence of the bias.

Part III

MONTE CARLO CODE DEVELOPMENT AT ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY,
VIM DEVELOPMENT

Monte Carlo work at Argonne has, arj its main goal, the construction of a
Monte Carlo code for use in the analysis of Argonne critical experiments. The
code presently available at Argonne is the VIM code originally writted by
Levitt, et al, [4] at Atomics International. Responsibility for the mainte-
nance of VIM, and for Its future development, was transferred about a year ago
from Atomics International to Argonne.

VIM is a continuous energy Monte Carlo code designed to treat a fast
reactor lattice of rectangular subassemblies (or "drawers"). In the original
VIM It was assumed that all interfaces within any drawer would be planar sur-
faces, and that each planar interface would be parallel to one of the three
cartesian coordinate planes. Recently, however, combinatorial geometry rou-
tines written by MAGI [5] have bean incorporated into VIM. The use of combi-
natorial geometry allows VIM calculations to be made in complex, irregular
geometries as well as in lattice geometries. The combinatorial routines are
being extended to the lattice environment to permit a full range of geometric
options within repeating subassemblies. This capability is required for the
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analysis of snali-saraple-worth experiments and for the analysis of pin-type
fuel loadings, since ssnall cylinders are used within the drawers.

Hie VIM cross-section library at present consists of 20 isotopes. Cross
sections are specified pointwise from 10 eV to 10 MeV with different interpola-
tion schenes possible in different energy ranges. ENDF/B data specifications
are elcsely followed in the VIM library with respect to scattering angular
distributions and individual isotopic fission spectra. Probability tables
[6] are used for unresolved resonance cross sections. In the present library,
all resonance data has been Doppler broadened to 300°K. Since the VIM cross-
section library codes are now operational at Argonne, the number of isotopes
in* the library is being extended and it is now feasible to generate a multi-
te^perature library.

Acting the codifications to VIM, which have been made at Argonne, has been
the inclusion of variable dimensioning with dynamic allocation of storage. A
snail teat problem cay be executed in a total core requirement of about
60,600 wordo, with a realistic full-core eigenvalue problem requiring perhaps
400,000 word'4. The Monte Carlo calculation ±a completely core contained. The
wee ©£ variable dimensioning has removed most limitations on problem complex-
ity s with the exception of a temporary limit of 20 isotopes in a calculation;
core size is the practical limitation on problem specification.

The computation of snail sample worths is a primary goal in the VIM code
developnent program. Such calculations are difficult simply because the sam-
ples are snail. It is our intention, at present, to explore carrying out
these calculations by a combination of three techniques, namely,

(1) roulette and splitting, to build up the density of particles around
the sample;

(2) line-of-sight estimation, to make optimum use of collisions near the
sample; and

(3) complete correlation.

By "complete correlation" we mean the simultaneous treatment of perturbed and
unperturbed problems in a single random walk. The proposed computational
method has the advantage that it is esiact and that it does not require the
simulation of the adjoint transport equation.
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DISCUSSION

Gaot: I think Don MacMillan recognized that his error estimates would be
conservative for very snail regions. His arguments are much more valid when
applied to integrals over large subregions of the critical system than when
they are applied to snail regions. The modifications that we made at Bettis
did recognize that, as the correlation coefficient of lag 1 approached zero,
MacMillan's formula was everconservative and we did try to remedy this defect.
We would be Interested in the results of any tests you make on the Bettis
schece,

GcZhard: I would also like to look at a model problem that would have
sore leakage. We could put an anti-reflectimg boundary on one side and then
look at configurations of different si2es. At least the presence of leakage
would tend to nake the nodel problem a shade more realistic. The other possi-
bility that seers to ne to be interesting is to try to analyze the fluctua-
tions that you observe in a practical Monte Carlo, to try to compute from those
fltictuaticimu, aerreJtow, what the eigenvalues are. The question is, how relia-
bly can you ceepute correlation coefficients of lag one, or lag two, or lag
three, i'rea a reasonable number of generations? If it is a hundred genera-
tioao, that io one problcn. If you can tolerate, let us say, going to a
cnallcr nucber of histories per generation and then using 230 generations, it
night be a lot easier. That la why I said, at the beginning o2 my talk, that
there would be scene advantage to being able to cut down the number of histories
per generation. Incidentally, in our second paper, Prael has proposed ways to
estimate the bias in the coarse of the running of a Monte Carlo, so that one
.night be able to tell in any given case whether it is permissible to use a
relatively snail number of histories per generation. If you can estimate the
eigenvalues fron the correlation coefficients of various lags you would get
around the problem of having to me the dominance ratio, computed externally.
In addition you might be able to get a much better fit than MacMillan gets by
using only one eigenvalue, and taking that eigenvalue to be the dominance
ratio. This is the sort of thing we would like to be able to do.

Gaat: We at Bettis have leaned toward doing more generations with fewer
histories because of the problem el estimating the correlation coefficient.
But the extent to which we can do Ei.is is limited, because we operate in a
nanner similar to 05R. Between generations there is a good deal of what I
call "dead tine", used for reading nuclear data and so forth. To avoid build-
ing up this dead time, we have more or less decided to use no fewer than 500
histories per iteration. But if it were not for that problem we would like to
go to a lower number.

Bovgwaldt: I hope that, in the afternoon, I will have the occasion to
say a little bit more about our ideas concerning eigenfunction strategies. At
this point I have only one simple question. Your theoretical work is based on
a simple matrix model and I think that this is a reasonable approach. But have
you tried to verify, with a model Monte Carlo calculation, that the approxima-
tions which you have had to introduce, like linearization for instance, are
justified? Have you done model calculations to test your approximations?

Gelbavd: No, simply because we have not had the time to do it. But this
is certainly something that we would like to do. We would like to do a calcu-
lation specifically for the model problem, first, and to see if the theory
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cakes oemse. Then, if it does, we want to try to analyze realistic problems.
But, we have not had tire to do this yet.

Covcyou: I would just like to consent on what Bob Gast said. There is
n© reason at all why you cannot do an GSR calculation, let us say, with 400
neutrons par generation, and then analyze it as if it were ten separate cal-
culations each with forty neutrons per generation.

GcZbard: I think that this suggestion is very similar to a proposal that
Kales cade earlier, nacely that you batch the neutrons in independent groups
and try to look at their statistical behavior from group to group.

Covcyou: It seer̂ s to me that there are two sources of the errors and
biases that you get. Cne is precisely the fact that you analyze histories in
batches. That is apparent frcn your paper since, invariably, the estimates of
the variances and covarianccs all had a factor of exactly N in them. In other
words, the fact that you had N particles had absolutely no influence on your
rouultu.

Gelbart!: It just lowered the fluctuations uniformly for all modes.

Covcyou: Really you arc not doing a batch of N particles and averaging
over then — you are doing N different experiments with one particle each.

Kales: That is right.

GcZbapd: You are not saying that we have omitted something in our treat-
cent of the correlation between generations are you?

Covcyou: No, no, the point here is that, because you kept the number of
particles fixed, it i« clear that you are not really analyzing vhat happened
to N particles in a generation. Well, in a way you are, but you are also
cquivalencly analyzing K different experiments, each with one particle. And
that ia shown by the fact that you have invariably just one N-dependent fac-
tor. The only way your results depend upon N is that N divides the variances
and covarianccs.

Gslhard: That is right. Now, do you think that is an unrealistic model?

Coveyou: Ko, but I am beginning to doubt that you get any advantage,
from a statistical point of view, out of using a large number of particles in
a generation. 1 would guess, just off the top of my head, that possibly if
you analyze the progeny of one source neutron, and then get estimates from
each source neutron, that your error may even be less.

Gelbard: You run into the bias problem.

Coveyou: No, I think that such a procedure removes a part of the bias
problem. Fart of the bias comes from this normalization.

Gelhard: Oh, I see, you are talking about not normalizing, you are talk-
ing again about the suggestion that one should treat each particle separately
and make independent estimates from each history.
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Covcyou: Right.

Sclhcaedi Yes, but I think you are coming to the aame question as to
whether there is an advantage to be gained by not normalizing each generation.
That is really the question we were discussing earlier. I think it is a really
crucial question; I think this idea of not normalizing la very similar to the
idea of weighting each generation by the eigenvalue. That idea is, essentially,
in Lieberoth's paper. Originally I thought it was a good idea, but then I found
myself asking whether you really don't always have to normalize in one way or
ancther before you use an eigenfunction.
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DISCUSSION ON VIM CODE

Borgwaldt: Po you keep the data for the nuclear cross sections in
storage and, if not, what is the relationship between your turnaround time and
the computer tine, the CPU tine?

ppael: We keep them in-core at all tiir.es; and, turnaround is terrible
anyway. Even the small job that runs only 15 minutes here does not get good
turnaround tire.

Gpimctone: With this very large amount of data, is your main problem the
storage and the resultant slow turnaround tine, or do you feel you have any
problea with the actual speed of the code itself in handling this very large
amount of data?

ppaol: I think we probably spend most of our running time sorting
through all the croao-ucction data; and the running time is about linear in
the mmr-jber o£ isotopes in the problem.

Uaot: I WJG just going to contrast your experience with what we have
found at itettis. 1 think that of all the run time in our Monte Carlo (with
what wo consider a very detailed cross-section representation), about only 40%
typically IG in the tracking. The remainder of the time is in handling data,
reading in and out, etc. I think the question of the adequacy of the cross-
Gection representation is a very difficult one when one is using Monte Carlo
as a standard. The approach that we have frequently taken is, in effect, to
base the cross-section structure on intuitive feelings as to what constitutes
an adequate representation, and then to hold the cross sections fixed for
perhaps several years. This is essential, we feel, if (for example), we are
to be able to review and intercompare results of benchmark studies carried
out at different times. Independently a cross-section evaluation group is
constantly checking, through subsidiary calculation, the adequacy of the
cross-section representation. If it ic decided fhat more detail is required,
then there haa to be an overlap period in which old calculations are compared
with new, and the process really become;; very complex. To avoid such compli-
cations, the cross sections and their representations in our Monte Carlo codes
tend to be held fixed. For example, our current cross sections and library
atructurea have been fixed for perhaps five years. We are, however, just now
starting some subsidiary calculations to see if our current representation
really need to be refined as the cross sections on ENDF/B themselves become
more refined.

Prael: That is certainly the right way to go. At the present time we
are taking our first close look at a detailed analysis of the cross sections
that are available to us. I would hope that we will be able to fix our
library for the duration of the use of ENDF/B-III very shortly; and, when we
prepare for any changes which may be required by ENDF/B-IV, we hope to use
our experience to help us generate any new sets we may need.

Cashuell: The one-fourth million of words was for how many elements?

Prael: About twenty. We are limited to twenty isotopes per problem.
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Caakxall: That is about our Unit. Kc were shooting for an even smaller
number — abeut fifteen -— but I think we can do better.

Fi*acl: Cite change we did raake in the VIM code, here, was to introduce
the use of the Argonnfc BPOINTER package for dynamic allocation of storage.
Except for the Hair of twenty isotopes per problem, there are essentially no
other fixed Units en problem specifications other than the size of the core.

Gclbard: Any other questions? I gather that our code is one of the few
that does not do any packing. Is that correct? It seems to me that KAMCCO
actually uses packing for cross-section data.

f Yes.

GcZbaPd: And is that what the Los Alamos codes do?

CaobJoll: Yea.

L'oi\sJtiliic: So you nc.c packing, and the Bcttis code tries to handle the
-tJcetlcn profolen by reading the crocs sections in batches. Is that cor-

rcec? In ottior voxda you process neutrons through an energy range, and then
throw CUE the cross sections for that range?

Gaot: Yes, but we use packing too.

Kalocs Hew nuch can you pack into an IBM/360 word?

Gast: On our CDC-7600 we paclt two words into one.

Kszlcc: Yco, but you have a big word; the IBM/360 has a little word.

Bovgtfaldt: I mean by packing that we leave no gaps between data.

Kaloo: Oh, you squeeze.

Borgwaldt: Yes, we squeeze. Perhaps I may make another remark. At our
cocpuCer installation, when we use wore than 480 K bytes, we get a very low
priority. For this reason we have always been forced to use a data representa-
tion that does not use up too much otorage.

Prael: One of the litnitationa that we are working under is to try to keep
our code easily convertible to any other machine, and some of the features that
one would commonly use in coding for IBM machines are not used. For instance,
integer arrays of small magnitude are not written in half-words but in full-
words, which is totally wasteful.

Kaloe: Perhaps it is worth mentioning that the SAM code uses both pack-
ing (in the sense that you are using the term) and banding, or supergrouping
of the cross sections. They are swapped in and out of core as needed, but
they are not sparse, either.

Gelbc&d: 1 gathex that the reason that we can get away without packing
of this sort, or banding, is that the core of our IBM machine is very large.
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Kales: Your particular IBM machine.

Galbard: We nay eventually be forced to do something more drastic than
that, but so far we have been very conservative. Dr. Borgwaldt, I think that
in your talk you mentioned that you used an optimum-combined estimator?

g Yes. We compute the variance and the covariance and, in the
usual fashion, we find the optimum combination for the two estimates. But we
have found that usually this combined estimation does not have a very great
effect. We have only found a very few cases in which the optimally combined
estimator has given us a real advantage.

Galbard: I think that the method which you are using to get combined
estimators is a fairly straightforward one compared to the one that has some-
ticec been used at Bettis. At Bettis and Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory the
treatment of the opticum-combined estimator takes into account the fact that
the ecr.blnation coefficients are, thcmelves, random variables. Hie variance
of t.h£u combined estimator was analysed in a very nice piece of work, some
it ice ago, by a statistician at KAiPL.* To compute the variance of the combined
estimator la a very difficult statistical problem.

Covayou: In fact, arc you cure that the estimates are unbiased? I have
a feeling that they are not. If you could calculate the combination coeffi-
cients fraa the sample, then I think that you will find that you have the old
problco. You are dividing by a random variable, and the mean value of the
quotient is not the quotient of the tcean value's. I think that, unless some-
thing is specifically done about this, the estimates themselves are biased.
If you use part of the sample to calculate the combination coefficients, and
the other part of the sample uses these combination coefficients, then the
method is unbiased. But, if you use the same sample to calculate the combina-
tion coefficient as you do to calculate the mean values, then your results
will definitely be biased.

Kaloa: If you don't gain much by making the optimum combination, then I
think you might as well forget the whole thing.

Covdyou: I would think so, yes.

Praol: We ought to check the paper. 1 think the author claims to show
that his estimator is not biased.

Gelbard: 1 would like to cut this short as I don't think we have enough
information on this subject at this time, and it seems to me that it would be
worthwhile to look at thia paper very closely. But 1 would like to ask Bob
Cast whether, in his experience, very much is gained through use of the com-
bined estimator, assuming that it is unbiased.

Oast: We have found that we have not bought much by combining esti-
mators. We do not do it In our program, and since we have some comparisons

Editor's Note: Max Halperin, "Almost Linearly-Optimum Combination of Unbiased
Estimates," Am. Statistical Aseoo. J.t 56̂ , 36 (1961).

\
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which indicate that they would not buy us much, we have never taken combined
estimators very seriously.

Kalco: I an glad to hear it. I heard about combined estimators many
years ago and great clains were nade for them; so I would always feel guilty
about not using then.

Bovgxaldt: I night perhaps add that you cannot say, a priori, whether
the track length estimator or the collision estimator is better. In some
cases one is better, in scne cases the other. In most cases we find that
track length estimation is better. We normally use the combined estimator at
least to take advantage of the best features of both. It does not cost much
either — that is another point.


